Abstract -I n t h i s paper, we propose a CDMA system using cyclic convolutional m a t c h e d filter. T h e multiple access interference i n t h i s system will be small u n d e r a r b i t r a r y relative delays.
I. C Y C L I C MATCHED FILTER A N D C Y C L I C CODES
In deterministic CDMA systems, spreading codes of a user repeat in each bit interval, i.e., the code length is as long as the processing or spreading gain. Thus, observed in the span of one bit interval, say [ O , T ] , the codes with different delays correspond to certain cyclic shifts of the code itself, provided that the adjacent bits are identical (we will also consider the case in which the adjacent bits are different). Therefore, if we can design codes such that the cyclic convolutions of two different codes on [0, T'l are small, the cross correlation of different codes in the cyclic sense will also be small. That is, the multiple access interference will be small under arbitrary relative delays, when we use a cyclic matched filter detector.
The sufficient statistics of the cyclic MF is the same as a conventional MF. Therefore, in a multiuser scenario with an AWGN channel, it is suboptimal.
These codes for cyclic matched filter can be designed based on different performance criteria. One can minimize the average MA1 over all users while keeping code bandwidth and bit energy fixed. Alternatively, one can maximize the average code bandwidth while keeping MA1 and bit energy fixed. Since chip waveforms in this scheme are not necessarily rectangular, we define a spreading merit factor based on autocorrelation of codes to measure their bandwidths.
The time-consuming draw back of the above nonlinear constrained optimization problem is the main reason for searching suboptimal alternatives. To reduce the complexity in optimization computation, we solve the problem in two steps: 1.
Design meta-codes c*(l)'s with length L for each user such that they are orthogonal to each other; 2. With these meta-codes c z ( l ) ' s , we then generate spreading codes s,(Z) by extending c,(Z) in different ways, i.e.
N-I
where {ah} can be selected deterministically or randomly which may result in different code bandwidth.
NUMERICAL RESULT
In this first design problem, we try to design unit energy codes with spreading merit factor BO = 3 (corresponding to msequences). The autocorrelation and cross correlation of two such codes are in Figure- In the second design problem, we design the cyclic codes with the suboptimal scheme. The cross correlation of P N code, Walsh code and cyclic code with non-identical adjacent bits are shown in Figure-2 . The cross correlation of cyclic codes is observed to be much better.
